Insert under NATIONALITIES, Par 3, this:

A. Par #3: The help is largely drawn from the mountain section of Georgia. This section supplies, to a large extent, the cotton mill hands of the South. It is unnecessary to describe the general conditions in this mountain section. The land is difficult to farm, the railroad facilities are meagre, schools are few and far between, and whenever the opportunity presents itself these people eagerly seek the larger centers and employment in manufacturing enterprises. It is worthy of note that these people preferrably seek inside employment rather than outside. A great many of the children are daily in attendance at the public schools in this city, and in addition to this, under the auspices of the Board of Education of the City of Atlanta, there is conducted on our premises a night school. With an average attendance of 100. The pupils range in age from 15 to 30 years. All expenses, other than that of teachers, is borne by the Wesley House fund.